Commercial Design Matters
Vision is an integral part of all commercial endeavors. Whether opening a new facility or renovating an existing space, inspiration is
what fuels action. Be it an idea, opportunity, or passion, these are the intangible catalysts ISG helps commercial partners across the U.S.
translate through strategic planning and design. Through active collaboration, customized solutions, and a dynamic range of experience,
ISG supports commercial clients with an integrated suite of services, from site due diligence and planning through technical system
engineering, final interior detail selection, and beyond.
Positioned at the forefront of market trends, ISG employs cutting-edge technology to produce unique spaces, expedite results, and
streamline operations. ISG’s reach extends across the country, with individual and firm-wide licensure figures totaling more than 40
states. ISG’s industry leading solutions increase energy efficiency and promote value engineering for sustainable designs that strengthen
bottom lines in all of a client’s ventures.

Facility façades
ISG incorporates branding, landscaping, signage, and lighting to create attractive building exteriors that provide a wow factor to
highway passersby and impress clients upon first visit.
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Commercial Design Matters
ISG’s multi-disciplinary team provides a holistic perspective, and develops intentional designs that infuse a client’s mission into the heart
of the planning process. This allows clients to integrate their brand into a building’s layout, communicating company culture and image
to all who enter the space. ISG strives to attain a complete understanding of each project through close coordination with clients,
outside agencies, owners, and other key stakeholders, facilitating coordinated efforts with a single point of contact and comprehensive
in-house expertise. Integrating cost-effective practices and remaining sensitive to budgetary needs, ISG solutions remain economically
feasible while maximizing a building’s return on investment. The resulting designs promote lasting, functional facilities that support
every day operations, and give clients the freedom to focus on advancing their business.

INSPIRING Interiors
ISG’s interior designers focus on improving employee functionality for commercial clients, as well as enhancing their customers’
experience and incorporating branding throughout the space.
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Collaborative Work Space Expertise
When designing for partners with constantly shifting facility and work space needs, ISG incorporates resident staff stations, touch-down
places for traveling employees, and collaborative breakout areas in an effort to provide the flexibility needed for day-to-day activities.
Customized movable wall systems are frequently utilized to save space and eliminate construction waste, while creative, open team
spaces offer opportunities to share technologies and generate new ideas. Complemented with movable lounge furniture and interior
designs reflecting corporate brand styles, these modern systems are also capable of being reconfigured as the organization’s space
needs evolve.
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